A metastatic model of human colon cancer constructed using cecal implantation of cancer tissue in nude mice.
COL-2-JCK, a human colon cancer xenograft line able to be transplanted into nude mice, was implanted in the subserosal layer of the cecum, either as cancer tissue or as a single cell suspension. When cancer tissue was used for the cecal implantation, 100% extensive local tumor growth and a high incidence of metastases to the regional lymph nodes, peritoneum, liver, and lung was observed. In contrast, when the cell suspension of this line was injected into the cecal wall, no metastases were observed, with significantly reduced local tumor growth. The use of cancer tissue maintaining the original cancer tissue structure is therefore considered imperative for allowing full expression of the biological characteristics of cancer cells. This nude mouse model using the cecal implantation of cancer tissue should thus prompt further study on the biology of human colon cancer.